A Chance to Fight
Non-Response.
Energy Efficient
Our 360° CRT Newsletter this week focuses on
BIOTRONIK MultiPole Pacing (MPP)
Providing additional programming
options to increase CRT response1,2,
particularly helpful for patients
with high-risk of non-response
and designed with limited impact
on battery longevity.

What’s the concept behind MPP?
Early studies concluded “multisite pacing improved acute
systolic function compared with BiV pacing” 1; but do
physicians want to implant an additional lead with
complex Y-connector, bulky pocket & no independent
pacing outputs?
Not to mention battery drain!
Technology evolved to provide multi-poles instead, but
allowing similar programming options.
What is the evidence?
Pappone et al3 described programming
strategies for optimising the CRT
response with MPP:
1)Maximise the anatomical separation
of pacing sites
2)Maximise
the
electrical
delay
between pacing sites
BIOTRONIK
offers the
longest total
pole spacing
on the market.

BIOTRONIK MPP IDE study showed best results (87%) in the
trial arm with >30mm & 5ms LV-LV delay.
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For Physicians.
For Patients.

Simple & intuitive programming with Renamic

1st and 2nd LV pacing polarities must have different configurations
BIOTRONIK CRT-Ds
do not have
disproportionate
battery drain when
exceeding 3.0V
pacing amplitudes.

Concerns over battery?

No need to worry with BIOTRONIK MPP!
Product Lifetime of 7.5 Years in a Realistic Setting!
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If you’d like to know more about our MPP, please
contact us directly, through our website or take a
look on Twitter for links to relevant clinical articles.
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